Profile analysis and background noise.
Spectral shape discrimination, or profile analysis, of complex waveforms (21 components) in the presence of broadband noise and special sinusoidal maskers of random amplitude was studied. The first experiment involved the discrimination between a standard flat spectrum and a "rippled" spectrum in broadband noise of different spectrum levels. Thresholds obtained under control conditions, without noise or without a standard, were used to estimate constants of an equation that predict thresholds where standard and noise are both present. The model assumes an external variance, produced by the noise, is added linearly to an internal variance caused by the flat standard. The mean squared error is less than 2 dB. The second experiment involved the detection of an increment on the center component of the 21-component standard. Added to the standard was an additional masking sinusoid of random amplitude. Both the frequency and the range of the random amplitude were varied and both showed a systematic influence on the detectability of the 1000-Hz increment.